Science Tellers: Dragons
A long time ago in a faraway world, two brave villagers go on a daring journey to release the dragons and save the kingdom from the Evil Ice Sorceress.
Explore the exciting science of solids, liquids and gases as we conduct experiments with dry ice.
The Bubble Wizard
Join us for a show full of bubbles, magic tricks, dragons, and fairies. There
will be bubbles inside bubbles, giant bubbles, and more. Webster the Wizard
will introduce the kids to Oliver the Dragon and a whole bunch of fairies. The
Bubble Wizard will teach kids how to do their own bubble tricks with things
they can find at home.
The Pipdillys in “The Magical Trickolini!”
Magic, Music, and Laughs! It’s “show time” and their mysterious guest,
Trickolini, is missing. Bo & Gigi jump-start the show with original songs,
amazing magic, and hilarious comedy. Don’t miss the surprise twist when
“Trickolini” shows up for the big finale!

Online Tracking with READsquared
Download the READsquared app and select Grapevine Public Library, or go to grapevinelib.readsquared.com to track on your
computer. Earn 1,000 points through your choice of time or book
tracking to unlock online badges, mini-games, and a printable
certificate. While there are not individual prizes for this program,
registrants will be entered into a drawing for end-of-summer
prizes.

Activity Quest on Paper
Pick up a castle activity sheet from the Children’s Dept. or from
the drive-thru. Choose 10 activities from the sheet and collect a
dragon sticker for each, either from the Children’s Dept. or from
the drive-thru. Collect 10 stickers and color the picture to complete the quest. Email a picture of the fully stickered and colored
activity sheet to children@grapevinetexas.gov. You’ll then receive an invitation to a knighting ceremony at the end of summer to receive your prize bag and certificate.

